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QuEltlES BY COIiRF.SPONDE, NTSo 

M~t EDITOa,~I  would wish, through the medium of your J0ur. 
nal, to be informed of the proper number of wheels, and their 
diameters, to drive different machines with a t5 inch pulley on, to 
revolve 165 revolutions per minute, from a water wheel 15 feet in 
diameter, the periphery of the wheel to run $.37 feet per second. 
I t  wil}, of course, be necessary to give the diameter of the drum, on 
the horizontal shaft, that drives the pulley on the machine. I would 
wish those that will take the trouble ~o make this calculation, would 
give the proper pitch of the different wheels, allowing the water 
wheel to be equal to 1~2 horse power. 

AN I~qvlR~a. 

A citizen of New Jersey wishes to be informed through the medium 
of the Franklin Journal, 

Ist. U'pon what principle the draft of air furnaces depends? 
~nd. Wha t  effect an increased height of the chimney \viii have ot~ 

the draft? 
3d. I f  an increased height of the chimney increases the draft, what 

is the ratio? 
4th. What effect an increase or diminution of the superficial area 

of the chimney will have on the draft? 
5th. Wili a chimney largest at ~ts top, or vice versa, make the 

strongest draft? 
6th. Is it important, as regards the draft, that the materials of 

which a chimney be composed, be good conductors of heat, or other- 
wise? 

7th. What is the best mode of binding the chimney of an air fur. 
hate, to prevent its cracking? 

A correspondent has a water fall, head 8 feet--what construction 
of water wheel is best adapted to gain the full effect of this fall? 

~,ff()rmation is requested on the best mode of erecting.a trip ham. 
m e :  i,,)gether with the proper fall anti velocity for any given weight~ 
say 5~)~) !bs° 

A ~abscriSer w~shes to know what is the best construction for 
Barker~ w if!; and what is the maximum power that can he pro. 
duced by it, 

4 B C 

Suppose A C to be a log of any length, of equal diameter through- 
out: one man sustains the log at A, two men with a porter, or ba5 
at B, what must be the relative position of the porter at B, in order 
that every man shall sustain an equal weight? 


